
PSHCE DAY

Holocaust Memorial Day encourages remembrance in a world scarred
by genocide. The international day remembers the 6 million Jews
murdered during the Holocaust. The 27th of January marks the
anniversary of the liberation of the largest Nazi death camp.

The Holocaust threatened the fabric of civilisation, and genocide must still be resisted every day.
Our world often feels fragile and vulnerable and we cannot be complacent. Even in the UK,
prejudice and the language of hatred must be challenged by us all.

Holocaust Memorial Day is for everyone. Each year across the UK, thousands of people come
together to learn more about the past and take action to create a safer future.  Miss Clare
delivered assemblies this week, so as a school community we could bear witness for those who
endured genocide, and honour the survivors and all those whose lives were changed beyond
recognition. 
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Nothing but the best

HOUSE COMPETITION:

This week was our 3rd PHSCE day. Letters were
sent to parents explaining all of the important
topics students looked at across the day. This
day is important but personal development does
not just happen in one day, as a school we will
continually recap these and other topics. At
home please continue these  conversations so
that students can develop as a person.

Thanks to the police who did a session called
“Crooks on Campus” to year 11 looking at the
important topic area of financial exploitation.

Week 3 of Half Term 3 and it has been another busy one. The third PSHCE day
took place this week and a lot of important Personal Development content was
covered. We also had the theme of Holocaust memorial and our Head Students are
joining Mrs Park in attending a Holocaust memorial event for South Ribble. This
week we also had year 10 parents evening, thankyou to all of those parents who
engaged with this important evening to discuss student progress.

This week those students who were judged
as Gold and Silver in relation to  achievement
points last term had a Subway lunch. Well
done to all of those students, we hope they
enjoyed their treat!

SUBWAY REWARDS LUNCH


